
FFC MODEL SCHOOL, GOTH MACHHI 

MATHEMATICS SYLLABUS FINAL EXAMINATION 2023-2024 

CLASS 2 

 

NOTE FOR THE PARENTS: 

This worksheet is only designed to make the students practice those 

exercises which are a little bit difficult to revise on the notebook. This is not 

the ultimate syllabus. Addition, subtraction, and division sums can be 

different from the sums done in the notebook. Some word problems have 

also been added in this worksheet. Please make your child revise these 

types of word problems so they are well prepared for second term 

examination. 

Designed and created by : Mrs. Amina Waheed 

1. Place Value 

2. Less than/ Greater than\ 

3. Ascending and descending order 

4. Addition with and without carrying. (Word problems) 

5. Subtraction with and without borrowing. ( word problems) 

6. Multiplication sums. Two digits with a single digit, with carrying. 

7. Division sums without remainder. 

8. Fractions . ( Colouring of fractions, writing fractions and matching of 

fractions) 

9. Measurements . Km, m; Kg,gm; ml, m; cm. 

( Addition and subtraction sums) 

10. Telling the time. Hour and half past. 

11. Calendar . (Fill in the blanks) 

12. Shapes. (square, circle, rectangle, triangle, oval, cylinder) 

13. Tables 2 – 10 

14. Dictation 1-999 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Q1. Fill in the blanks. 

1. Long distances are measured in ______________. (km, kg, meters, cm) 

2. Small length is measured in _______________. (cm,km, cm, meters) 

3. Large amounts are measured in __________. (gms, kg, km, cm) 

4. Small amount is measured in _________. ( gms, kg, cm, meters) 

5. Large amounts of liquids are measured in ___________. (liters, ml, gms, cm) 

6. Small amounts of liquids are measured in ________. (liters, ml, kg, gms) 

7. The long hand of the clock shows the _______________. (hours, minutes) 

8. The short hand of the clock shows the ____________. (hours, minutes) 

9. There are ____________ weeks in a year. 

10. There are __________________ days in a year. 

11. There are _____________ days in a week. 

12. There are ____________ months in a year. 

13. February  has __________ or ____________ days. 

14. There are ___________ or ____________ days in a lunar month. 

15. There are _________hours in a day. 

16. A square has ____________ equal sides and ______________ vertices. 

17. A rectangle has __________ opposite sides equal and ______ vertices. 

18. A triangle has _________ sides and ________ vertices. 

19. A circle has __________ sides and ____________ vertices. 

20. Cubes have ________ faces and __________ edges. 

21. A cylinder has ________ faces, _______ edges and _________ vertices. 

22. A cone has ________ faces, _______edge, and ______ vertex. 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 





 

 





 

 





 



 

 



 

 







 









 





 


